This paper looks at the industrial organization of the investment banking industry. Longterm relationships between business firms and investment banks are pervasive in developed security markets. A vast literature argues that better monitoring and information result from relationships. Thus, security markets should allocate resources better when an investment banking industry exists. We study necessary conditions for sustainable relationships and then explore whether policy can do something to foster them.
Introduction and motivation
By now there is quite compelling evidence that security market development not only correlates with economic growth, but also causes it. 1 But what is the mechanics of this causal relationship?
This paper looks at one piece of this mechanics, the industrial organization of the investment banking industry, from the perspective of firms' financing. 2, 3 We start from the observation that long-term relationships between firms and investment banks are pervasive in developed security markets, in particular the United States. Since a vast literature argues that better monitoring and information result from relationships, it is reasonable to think that security markets allocate resources better when an investment banking industry exists. We study the conditions that must be met for sustainable relationships and then explore whether policy can do something to foster them. Our conclusion is mixed. While policy can probably remove obstacles that increase the costs of relationships, the size-distribution of business firms determines whether an investment banking industry is feasible: it will not emerge if large firms are few. In this sense, 'finance follows industry'.
Large firms can escape this limitation, however, by listing in foreign developed security markets.
The central theme of the paper is that the structure of an investment banking industry is largely determined by three characteristics of any relationship established by an investment bank and a firm: (i) the investment bank incurs a sunk set up cost to establish a relationship 4 ; (ii) the firm pays the investment bank only when it does a deal 5 ; and (iii) to a significant degree the investment bank cannot prevent other banks from free riding on the information created by the relationship (that is, information is not excludable). It can be easily seen that such an industry cannot be perfectly competitive because investment banks would free ride on each other's information. Strong price competition would then drive the fee paid by each firm below what is needed to cover sunk relationship-specific investments. In fact, we show that relationships can emerge in equilibrium only if the industry is an oligopoly of investment banks that repeatedly interact and voluntarily refrain from free riding. In addition, the technology of intermediation imposes further restrictions on industry structure that materialize in three key conditions, which can be used to interpret several facts of the industry and systematically explore the consequences of policy-induced changes.
The first condition, which is quite standard in repeated games, is a cooperation inequality. At any moment, investment banks compare the present value of continued cooperation with the shortterm gains of cheating by undercutting. We show that free riding makes cheating very profitable and this leaves room for only a few investment banks in the industry. But contrary to standard repeated games, here cooperation is a necessary for the industry to exist; the alternative is not a competitive market.. The inequality further implies that these banks must have similar market shares: on the one hand a small bank would have incentives to increase its market share by cheating. On the other hand, should one investment be dominant, the rest would make small profits cooperating and prefer free riding. Similar market shares also imply a maximum number of investment banks that can coexist (i.e. a lower bound on industry concentration). A key prediction is that this number does not fall when the market grows, and we show that the model is consistent with evidence from US. underwriting and M&As.
The second condition implies that relationships are for business firms that generate large enough volume of deals, because sunk set up costs introduce scale economies at the level of each relationship (that is, at the local level). Since these set up costs are incurred by investment banks, they will not establish relationships with firms that generate small levels of deals. To be sure, firms with small volumes of deals may get investment banking services nonetheless. In fact, in the United States there is a large number of small investment banks, which are less 'prestigious' than the top 'bulge bracket' investment banks, that serve smaller firms. Nevertheless these services are probably different, because most of the time they are provided on an arm's length basis, not via relationships. In fact, we show that in a precise sense arm's length investment banking neither competes with relationship investment banking nor affects fees paid by business firms that generate large volumes of deals.
The third condition indicates that aggregate profits made from relationships must be large enough to cover the entry costs of individual banks into the industry. Thus, when the market is small, industry-level entry costs may prevent relationships from emerging. As discussed below in section 4, policy and regulations can influence the size of the relevant market. Broadly speaking, policies that reduce entry costs (e.g. allowing foreign investment banks to enter the domestic market), foster deal volume (e.g. lifting restrictions on asset sales) or reduce the costs of setting up relationships (e.g. allowing commercial banks into underwriting) will enlarge the relevant market.
But, since ultimately deal volume depends on the (physical) size of the firm, relationships can emerge only in markets endowed with many large firms, because only then aggregate volumes will be large enough to pay the costs of setting up an industry. Since the size distribution of business firms depends heavily on an economy's structural characteristics, there are fundamental limitations to what policy can do to foster relationship investment banking. Of course, this endowment constraint is irrelevant in an economy like the United States; but it may be quite important in many developing countries. Thus, to the extent that relationships are necessary for better monitoring and information creation, economies with few large firms will have less effective security markets.
Large firms in a small economy need not be excluded from developed security markets, however. A firm from a small economy but which is large enough can establish relationships with investment banks by listing in a developed security market (e.g. the Chilean telecomm company CTC lists its securities in New York). Thus, our analysis suggests that for small developing countries there is at least one difference between, on the one hand, lifting restrictions to foreign capital to enter the domestic stock market and, on the other hand, allowing domestic firms to list abroad.
Long-term relationships will be established only when foreign listings are allowed.
Before proceeding, we call attention to a caveat. As said before, in this paper we seek to understand the industrial organization of investment banking-i.e. how the technology of production of investment banking services shapes market structure, thus determining equilibrium prices and quantities. To do so we concentrate on the fundamental economics of the technology, i.e. we identify the key non-convexities. 6 We are well aware that we are abstracting away many complexities of the investment banking business like syndicates, product innovation, heterogeneity of products and services or investment bank differentiation. Also, we take as given some of the key features of firm-investment bank relationships which have been identified by practitioners of the field; we do not provide an equilibrium logic for their existence but instead explore their implications for industry structure. Nevertheless, we think that this approach is necessary and useful. First, many of the sweeping changes in regulations and information technology, which many think will fundamentally alter the nature of the financial services industry, can only be evaluated with models that work out their industry-level implications. In turn, to do such an analysis it is necessary to identify whether and how these changes interact and affect the fundamental economics of the technology. Second, many of the policy questions that these changes motivate, such as their effect on concentration or their antitrust implications, are about industry structure. Third, policy interventions must by necessity be aimed at industry-level variables and cannot hope to be tailor-made to each particular detail.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we take a look at the economics of the technology of relationships. Section 3 characterizes the structure of the investment banking industry. Section 4 discusses some policy implications of the analysis. Section 5 concludes.
How are relationships produced?
In this section we briefly present evidence on the importance of relationships in investment banking and then discuss the economics of the technology of relationships. 6 In other words, by "technology" we mean the shape of the production function.
The importance of relationships in investment banking
The literature sharply distinguishes between bank-and market-based financial systems. On the one hand, in bank-based systems intermediaries establish long-term relationships with firms and keep loans in their balance sheets. On the other hand, in market-based systems firms sell their securities directly to investors (in 'direct' markets business firms are supposed to meet face to face with investors), who form portfolios to diversify risks. Nevertheless, while this distinction is useful to think about striking cross country differences among financial systems (see for example Allen and Gale [1995 and 2000] ), it obscures that in developed security markets firms sell their securities through investment banks with whom they establish long-term relationships. This is well documented for the US. market, the paradigmatic market-based system. 7 Until about 25 years ago the rule in the industry was that a firm would maintain relationships with only one investment bank. This has changed in the recent past, but it is still the case that firms establish long-term relationships. 8 For example, Baker (1990) examined ties between investment banks and corporations with market value of more than $50 million between 1981 and 1985. He reports that the 1091 corporations that made two or more deals during this period used three lead banks on average (these firms made eight deals on average). All but nine granted more than 50% of their business to their top three banks and, on average, 59% of the business was allocated to the top bank. Similarly, Eccles and Crane (1988, ch.4) report that among the 500 most active corporations in the market between 1984 and 1986, 55.6% used predominantly one bank to float their securities, and the rest maintained relationships with only a few banks. They did not find any corporation selecting underwriters on a deal-by-deal basis. James (1992) finds that in the first common stock security offering after an IPO, 72% of firms choose the same lead bank as before; for debt offerings, 65% of issuers do not switch banks. Similarly, Krigman et al. (2001) show that 69% of firms that did an IPO between 1993 and 1995, and a seasoned equity offering (SEO) within three years of the IPO, chose the same lead underwriter.
Why should we care about long-term relationships? A large literature argues that relationships have been shown to facilitate monitoring and screening and can overcome the problems created by asymmetric information. 9 As Boot (2000) argues, in a relationship the bank invests in obtaining firm-specific information, which is often proprietary in nature, and evaluates the profitability of these investments through multiple interactions with the same customer over time or across products. Thus, the benefits of relationships stem from the investment bank making decisions based on better information than what is publicly available. Booth and Smith (1986) argue that underwriters certify that the valuation of the securities 7 See Wihelm and Downing (forthcoming) for an overview. 8 See Nanda and Warther (1998) for an analysis of the trends in the streghth of underwriting relationships. 9 See Boot (2000) for a survey.
made by the firm is appropriate. In so doing, they increase the net flow of capital to issuing firms and, moreover, ensure that on average higher quality firms get funding. If so, then security markets with an established investment banking industry should perform better It has been argued that relationships with commercial banks have the drawback of introducing a soft budget constraint, because banks cannot credibly commit to withdraw credit when the borrower is in financial trouble, and this worsens ex ante incentives (see Bolton and Scharfstein [1996] and Dewatripont and Maskin [1995] ). An investment bank avoids this problem, because typically it does not maintain the firm's securities in its balance sheet, but sells them to investors.
It has also been argued that relationships may subject the firm to a hold up from the commercial bank with whom it has a relationship. As we will see now, however, in the case of investment banks the opposite seems to be more relevant: firms may find it too easy to switch investment banks once they have established the relationship.
The economics of investment banking relationships
The technology of relationships has three important characteristics: sunk set up costs, lose linkages and nonexcludability. We discuss and motivate each in turn. 10 Firm-bank relationships are long-term and there is evidence that investment banks have to incur sunk costs to set them up and acquire information. For example, James (1992) presents evidence suggesting that the information gathered by an investment bank for one deal can be reused in future deals. Moreover, a significant fraction of these sunk costs is incurred by the investment bank. This occurs because most of the exchange of information takes place through direct interaction with the bank's staff person.
Second, firms and investment banks interact constantly, but the bank is paid only when a deal is made. Eccles and Crane (1988) call this the 'loose linkage' between costs and fees. It implies that investment banks recover sunk relationship costs only if selected to do a deal. 11 Why loose linkage? We will not provide a model that explains why investment banks are not paid fees just for establishing and maintaining relationships; we just point out that it is commonly argued that it is difficult for business firms to evaluate the quality of the advice provided, unless a deal is done (see Eccles and Crane [1988] ).
Third, to a significant degree investment banks cannot establish property rights over the information gathered in a long-term relationship-i.e. information is non-excludable. 12 This is so 10 See Anand and Galetovic (2000a, 2000b) for a more detailed discussion. 11 The extreme case of lose linkage is analysis, where banks earn most of their commisions from investors who trade the firm's security. 12 A good or service is excludable if the owner can prevent others from using it at a very low cost. It is important to note that for three reasons. First, as said, most of the exchange of information takes place through direct interaction between the firm and the investment bank's staff person. The relationship-specific knowledge walks with employees when they are hired away. 13 For example, Deutsche Bank built a global investment bank in a year (Deutsche Morgan Grenfell) by hiring away staff en masse from other major banks. The second reason is that ideas and products can be copied. 14 Last, in many cases relationships are not exclusive (see Eccles and Crane [1988] ).
A simple model of relationships
One can model this technology assuming that an investment bank must incur a sunk cost R to do the deals of a firm. This cost is sunk because once R is incurred the bank can do any number of deals with the same firm at no additional cost. Nevertheless, this cost is also non-excludable: once incurred, all investment banks can do deals with the firm without incurring any costs. (To keep things as simple as possible, most assumptions are extreme; but, as we show in Anand and Galetovic [2000b] , this entails no loss of generality.) When a bank does a deal (but only then) it charges a commission proportional to the size of the deal; this is loose linkage. Call this proportional fee λ,
Now consider a very simple one-period game where each firm establishes a relationship with one investment bank (it is easy to generalize this to multiple relationships; see Anand and Galetovic [2000b] ). After investment banks incur sunk relationship costs R, they set fees λ, deals are implemented and fees paid.
The reader probably knows already how the equilibrium of this game looks like. Nonexcludability implies that any investment bank can do the firm's deal at a cost considerably less than R after relationships have been established. Hence, in a one period game all find it profitable to free ride on the effort and expenses of others and the equilibrium fee will be driven well below what is necessary to recover the sunk relationship cost R; in fact, in this example Bertrand competition drives fees to zero. Loose linkage, in turn, implies that investment banks do not charge for establishing relationships. Anticipating all this, no investment bank will establish a relationship in the first place.
The previous result illustrates the well-known tension between competition and relationships.
As Aoki and Dinc (1997) point out, financiers will establish relationships only if they expect to obtain long-term rents that cover the sunk investment cost. But intense price competition is deleterious to long-term rents. Hence, one will not have relationships unless competition is imperfect. 13 See Anand and Galetovic (2000a). 14 Tufano (1989) estimates the costs of designing a security, including product development, marketing and legal expenses to be between $0,5 million and $5 million. These productas cannot be patented and all details become publicly available once the offering is filed with the SEC. For a model of product innovation in investment banking, see also Bhattacharyya and Nanda (2000) .
Among the mechanisms that can restrain price competition are regulations, 15 frictions like informational monopolies, 16 and contracts. 17 Nevertheless, the investment banking industry tends to be quite unregulated, informational monopolies are unlikely because non-excludability and loose linkage suggests that contracts for bonding firms to investment banks are almost inexistent. What remains is voluntary 'cooperation' among investment banks not to undercut each other. In fact, the industry is notorious for soft price competition. For example, Matthews (1994 p. 161) notes that spreads on high-quality, long-term corporate bonds have been 7/8% of capital raised for many decades. Similarly, in England, underwriting fees have been 1.25% of the capital raised, for several decades as well. 18 And recently, Chen and Ritter (2000) document the remarkable clustering of IPO spreads at seven percent. 19 In the next section we will present a simple model of the investment banking industry that shows how voluntary cooperation among investment banks can emerge, which in turn sustains relationships.
Relationships and the structure of the investment banking industry
To establish relationships, cooperation among investment banks must be self enforcing: that is, it must be in each bank's self interest not to undercut its rivals, despite of the fact that in the short run it is profitable to do it. It seems that investment banks manage to restrain price competition in some markets. But how do they do it? As is well known, cooperation is in principle possible when agents repeatedly interact. This suggests that the appropriate setting to explain relationships is a repeated game among investment banks. In this section we will show how repeated interaction can indeed lead to an equilibrium where relationships are established. What is a bit more surprising, however, is that sunk relationship costs, loose linkage and non excludability impose quite strong restrictions on aggregate market structure. This restrictions materialize in three key conditions, which can be used to characterize industry structure and interpret several facts of the industry (both topics for this section) and systematically explore the consequences of policy-induced changes (the next section). 15 See, for example, Hellmann et al. (1997) . 16 See Besanko and Thakor (1983), Boot and Thakor (2000) , Fischer (1990) , Rajan (1992) and Sharpe (1990) . 17 See Aoki and Dinc (1997, s.3) for a discussion of these mechanisms. 18 See "Some Old Peculiar Practices in the City of London," The Economist (February 18, 1995) . 19 See also "Overcharging Underwriters" (The Economist, June 27, 1998), where it is noted that "... studies in both countries suggest issuing companies are overcharged, and that they are stung for more in America." Similar attributions to bankers can be found elsewhere, as noted by Chen and Ritter (2000, p. 1106) . For an empirical analysis of the IPO market see Hansen (2001) .
The implicit cooperation condition and industry structure
So consider a repeated game where investment banks are infinitely lived and play the one-period game we sketched in the previous section over and over again. They discount the future, so that one dollar at the beginning of next period is worth only δ dollars today, with 0 < δ < 1. Suppose also that each investment bank must pay a one-time sunk entry cost E to enter the industry. Last, call λ (c) be the proportional fee charged by investment banks in equilibrium (the superscript 'c' stands for cooperation). Which are the conditions under which investment banks cooperate?
Relationships can be sustained when the long-run profits that each bank expects to make from continued cooperation are greater than the short-run profits that can be made by undercutting and free riding on rival's efforts. Long-run profits are obtained as follows. Suppose that all banks cooperate forever. If the volume of deals made by a firm is V on average (more on the determination of V later), then each firm leaves a surplus λ (c) V − R. With f (r) firms that establish relationships in the whole market, and a market share η i , then the present value of continued cooperation for
Now for the value of undercutting. Note that when bank i undercuts by offering a shade below λ (c) it will attract business from all firms for one time, increasing its market share from η i to 1. It is costless for bank i to do additional (1 − η i )f (r) deals; this is non-excludability. Assuming that deviators destroys cooperation forever (that is, after a deviations investment banks never cooperate again 20 ), the one-time gains of undercutting are
Thus, relationships will be sustainable if for all banks,
(the present value of continued cooperation is discounted because the decision not to undercut is made after relationship costs have been incurred).
The cooperation condition (3.1) tells several things about the investment banking industry.
fees paid by a firm cover more than the relationship cost. These rents are not the whole story as far as investment bank's profits are concerned (recall the entry cost E ; see below), but they cannot be competed away. The reason is that any bank can always make profits by undercutting. Hence, if λ (c) V − R = 0, all would like to undercut and there would be no incentives to establish relationships. 21 All this, again, is the consequence of non-excludability-R does not appear on the right hand side of the cooperation condition (3.1).
The second implication is that investment banks neither be too small nor too large. On the one hand, if η i is too small, then undercutting becomes more attractive than cooperating and relationships cannot survive. On the other hand, if one investment bank becomes very large, it will be happy too cooperate. But since market shares add up to 1, the rest will be too small, and they will find it more profitable to undercut. All in all, condition (3.1) says that there is room only for a few large investment banks of not-too-different size. In fact, by letting all market shares be the same (i.e. the case in which each investment bank grabs a fraction 1 m of all relationships) one obtains an upper bound on the number of investment banks that can participate in the industry, call it m (c) . After some minor algebra, one can show that this upper bound satisfies
Note that an upper bound on the number of investment banks means a lower bound on concentration. Hence, condition (3.2) suggests that the investment banking industry is a natural oligopoly.
The third implication is that the lower bound on concentration is independent of the size of industry size. This follows from the observation that f (r) , the number of firms that establishes relationships and a measure of the size of the industry, multiplies both sides of the cooperation condition (3.1). In other words, a larger market makes both cooperation and undercutting more attractive in the same proportion. One implication of all this is that once an investment banking industry exists, its structure should not change with the size of the market. This is a central prediction of the model and quite different from standard IO models, which predict that concentration should fall with market size as entry costs and scale economies become less important. Below (see section 4.3) we will discuss some quite striking predictions that this result has on how the global investment banking industry should evolve.
Do these predictions square with the facts? Figure 1 in M&As, yet market structure remains the same. Table 1a shows market shares in underwriting in 1999 according to the size of issues (all credit is assigned to the underwriter that lead the syndicate), and Table 1b Of course, in the United States there are many small investment banks beyond the few large, more prestigious or 'bulge bracket' banks that appear in the plots and tables (in fact, according to the Bankscope data base presently there are 1,138 investment banks and security houses). Since it is a well known fact that in many industries the size distribution of business firms is highly skewed (what is known as Gibrat's law), one could argue that this fringe of banks competes with the large banks moderating their market power but also eroding the incentives to establish relationships in the first place. In the next subsection, however, we will argue that these small banks can and probably should be ignored when studying relationships.
A second objection is that investment banks are multiproduct firms, so that concentration in any one market may mask that leading banks differ across products. Nevertheless, the top, bulge bracket banks tend to be the same in most product lines (see, for example, Santomero and Babbel [2001, p.500]. Moreover, as we show in our (2000b) paper, as long as the economics of the technology exhibits these characteristics in some segments of the investment banking industry, then the cooperation condition (3.1) must hold across products. I particular, this implies that nonprice competition cannot dissipate rents-otherwise cooperation would no longer be self-enforceable.
Relationships are for large firms
So far the focus has been on aggregate market structure. But sunk costs to establish relationships introduce scale economies at the level of each relationship (that is, at the local level), which suggests that relationships will not be worth their cost for low-volume firms.
To think about local market structure, assume that firms are of two types, high-and lowvolume. 22 A high-volume firm generates a volume v (h) of deals, and a low-volume firm generates a
. A fraction ζ of firms is high-volume, and there are f firms in total (clearly, f ≥ f (r) 0). Firms can do deals using an investment bank, in which case they do not incur in any transaction cost beyond the fee they have to pay. Alternatively, they can use some 22 Again, no loss of generality here. In Anand and Galetovic (2000b) we work with a continuous distribution over volumes.
other means to do the deal, but this imposes a proportional transaction cost βv on the firm. That is, the costs of the alternative increase proportionally with the size of the deal.
The "alternative" to establish a relationship could be many different things. For example, instead of issuing securities the firm may borrow from a commercial bank or, instead of hiring investment banks the firm may set up its own M&A department. A particularly interesting interpretation, however, is that the firm may do deals through an investment bank but without establishing a long-term relationship. As mentioned before, in the United States there are many small investment banks who do deals on an arm's length basis.
Since the transaction cost of this alternative equals βv, it increases linearly with the size of the deal. There are two substantive implications for that technology. First, contrary to relationships, there are no economies of scale at the firm level-larger deals are more costly. One reason why it is reasonable to model this transaction cost as proportional is that the cost of mistakes (e.g. mispricing), which should occur with higher probability if the investment bank knows less about the firm, is roughly proportional to the size of the deal. Second, we have not specified who bears this cost. But, as long as there isn't a loose linkage, this is irrelevant because then one way or the other the firm will bear the cost of the deal.
Now it is straightforward to note that
is necessary for an investment bank to establish a relationship with a given firm (note that v is the volume of a given firm, not average volume V ; hence the weak inequality). Hence, firms with small vs will not be chosen by investment banks. In our example, that is the case of low-volume firms,
(c) by assumption. It may not come as a surprise that low-volume firms do not participate in the market, because it is well known that the average cost of issuing securities falls with the size of the issue, and considerably so after issues surpass the $20 million threshold (see Ritter [1987] and Lee et al.
[1997]). Nevertheless, note that inequality (3.3) is not driven by the costs borne by the firm, but by the sunk costs of establishing a relationship, which are paid by the investment bank. Thus, the inequality says is that investment banks will exclude low-volume firms, not that costs will make low-volume firms unwilling to establish relationships. Why? Note that λ (c) ≤ β. Hence no matter how small, a firm would always like to establish relationships. This is again loose linkage: fees do not depend on R. Therefore banks must decide who gets to establish relationships. 23 Now interpret the alternative available to low-volume firms as a fringe of investment banks that do deals on an arm's length basis. The size of the relationship segment of the industry (ζf in the model) is completely determined by condition (3.3), so that the market can be split in a relationship segment and an arm's length segment. A prediction that follows directly from condition (3.3) is that deals will be smaller on average in the arm's length segment.
In fact, there is evidence that this is so in practice. In Anand and Galetovic (2001), we report that the average size of an M&A deal done by a firm who did two or more of such deals between 1987 and 1998 is about three times larger than the average deal size of a firm that did only one M&A deal. 24 In the IPO market, Table 3 , which is taken from Ritter (1987, p. 272),
shows that best-effort contracts are predominant for firms with IPO proceeds of $2 million or less, but almost non-existent for IPOs with gross proceeds of $10 million or more. 25 By contrast, firm-commitment contracts are predominant for larger issues. In a best-effort contract the issuing firm and the investment bank agree on an offer price and a minimum and maximum number of shares to be sold. Then the investment bank makes its 'best efforts' to sell the shares to investors.
In a firm-commitment contract the investment bank guarantees the firm a given proceed from the issue after the final prospectus is issued, whether or not the issue is fully subscribed at the offer price (see Ritter [1987] ). As Ritter points out, a firm-commitment offer involves relatively more certification than a best-effort offer, which is consistent with the fact that the major bracket investment bankers almost always do firm commitment offers. Chen and Ritter (2000, p.1114) argue that the conventional wisdom is that large, prestigious investment banks have costs that are so high that they do not find it profitable to do small deals.
The second question of interest is how arm's length investment banks affect competitive conditions in the relationship segment. A striking implication of rationing is that not at all, because loose linkage implies that there is no price indifference condition that links both segments-as said,
given that λ (c) ≤ β, all firms, high-or low-volume would like to establish a relationship. This implies that one should speak of two separate industries: on the one hand relationship investment banking, where a few large banks serve larger firms. On the other hand, arm's-length investment banking, which is tailored to smaller firms. Note that this suggests that measures of industry concentration that merge both segments are misleading. If anything, the graphs and tables presented in the previous subsection understate concentration in the investment banking industry.
The separation of the industry in two segments which is suggested by the model is similar to the common distinction between 'bulge bracket' banks and the rest. In fact, an attribute that is measured and used in many empirical studies is the 'prestige' or reputation of the investment bank, 24 Of course, both averages include only acquirors, not targets. 25 In a best-effort contract the issueing firm and the investment bank agree on an offer price and a minimum and maximum number of shares to be sold. Then the investment bank makes its 'best efforts' to sell the shares to investors. In a firm-commitment contract the investment bank guarantees the firm a given proceed from the issue after the final prospectus is issued, whether or not the issue is fully subscribed at the offer price. See Ritter (1987) . and bulge bracket investment banks tend to be the more prestigious. 26 Prestige and reputation serve useful purposes. For example, it is argued that when doing an IPO investment banks with high reputation select firms with low dispersion of possible firm values. Moreover, in the IPO market there is evidence that investment banks with higher reputation underwrite issues that are initially underpriced less and that have higher returns in the long-run (see Carter et al. [1998] and Nanda et al. [1995] ). Thus, the choice of underwriter works as a signal of firm quality. 27 Our model suggests a possible foundation for prestige and better performance, namely that only a subset of investment banks establish long-term relationships. Now if some services can only be provided through relationships, firms in the relationship segment firms get a different type of service than in the arm's length segment. And if the quality of the monitoring and information creation is substantially lower without them, then security markets without long-term relationships will be less effective in allocating resources to these firms.
The latter point leads to the third role of condition (3.3), to determine the size of the relationship segment. In our example, low-volume firms are excluded by investment banks, so that only ζf firms (i.e. those that are large) are eligible for relationships and average volume is v ( ) .
The size of the relevant market is therefore only ζf . Now if, as it seems reasonable, deal volume is positively correlated with firm size, this suggests a link with the (physical) size-distribution of business firms. Ceteris paribus, the relevant market for relationship investment banking should be larger in countries where there are more large firms. It will be seen next that this imposes an endowment constraint on the existence of relationship investment banking: relationships cannot emerge if ζf is too small, i.e. when large firms are few.
When will an investment banking industry emerge?
An additional equilibrium constraint is that investment banks must make enough profits to cover the entry cost E. It will be shown in this subsection that the effect of entry costs is asymmetric: when the market is small (i.e. f (r) is small), then they are important and may even prevent the emergence of an investment banking industry. By contrast, when the market is sufficiently large, entry costs are irrelevant, and only the cooperation conditions (3.1) or (3.2) matter.
The present value of profits made by investment banks in a long-run equilibrium with relationships equals
when all banks have the same market share. This present value must be enough to cover the entry cost E. Hence
26 See Carter and Manaster (1990) . 27 See Titman and Trueman (1986) .
is an additional constraint, which defines a second upper bound on the maximum number of banks in the market. This upper bound must satisfy
where m (zp) is the number of intermediaries consistent with zero long-run profits or a normal return on capital invested.
Note that, in contrast with the upper bound m (c) derived from the cooperation condition (3.2), m (zp) increases with the size of the relevant market f (r) , because the entry cost E is spread among more relationships. Hence, when the market is sufficiently large, m ≤ m (c) becomes the only relevant constraint; (3.4) always holds with slack and scale economies at the industry level are irrelevant as a determinant of market structure. 28 More than that, because investment banks must make rents to preserve the incentives to establish relationships, and rents grow with market size, the industry will make profits that are higher than normal. Yet these supranormal profits will not attract further entry because when m > m (c) cooperation is no longer self enforceable. Hence, supranormal profits should survive in the long-run.
On the other hand, scale economies matter when the relevant market is small. To see this, let λ (c) = β, m = 1 and substitute in constraint (3.4). If
then an investment banking industry cannot emerge, because it would lose money. Inequality (3.6) also shows that a "small" market may mean that the economy is small and there are few firms (a small f ), or, rather, that few firms are high-volume (a small ζ). Thus, provided that volumes increase with (physical) firm size, being endowed with enough large firms is key for relationship investment banking to emerge. While policy can affect the number of high-volume firms (see the next section), the size-distribution of business firms depends heavily on the structural characteristics of the economy. It is in that sense that one can speak of the size distribution of firms as a structural determinant of the feasibility of relationship investment banking. Countries in which large firms are few cannot have domestic relationship investment banking. This constraint is irrelevant in an economy like the United States, but is probably important in many developing countries.
Some policy implications
In this section we use our model to discuss some policy implications of the model.
Can policy do anything to foster relationships and investment banking?
If relationships are necessary for effective security markets, then developing an investment banking industry should be a priority. But, can policy do anything to foster domestic relationship investment banking? Since an investment banking industry can emerge only if
it may seem natural to start by looking at policies that affect entry costs E. For example, regulations that restrict the entry of foreign investment banks into the domestic market, or prevent commercial banks from doing investment banking activities, are likely to increase the costs of entry and make it less likely that a domestic investment banking industry emerges.
Yet the model suggests that industry-level variables may not be the only relevant ones. The left-hand side of condition (4.1) indicates that whether an investment banking industry can emerge also depends on local-level variables (in particular volume and relationship costs), and, especially ζf , the number of firms that satisfy condition (3.3), which we reproduce here:
There are some "obvious" policies that affect ζf for a given size-distribution of business firms.
To begin, regulations that protect the interests of minority investors and strengthen shareholder and creditor rights will make investors more willing to buy securities from a given firm. Furthermore, good accounting standards and rules that force firms to disclose information lower the costs of information and establishing relationships. Clearly, these regulations by themselves foster better functioning security markets. Nevertheless, condition (4.1) suggests a threshold effect: by increasing the number ζf of firms that meet condition (3.3), these "obvious" policies make it more likely that long-term relationships and an investment banking industry become profitable. When this occurs, the quality of the security market improves even further.
Related, a developed commercial banking sector will probably reduce R. Many empirical studies suggest that the information created by commercial banks affects prices in security markets, which suggests that investment banks can benefit from the information created by commercial banks. 29, 30 Somewhat more controversial, one could argue that, ceteris paribus, universal banking is advantageous for security market development, because it these banks can exploit economies of scope thus reducing R. In fact, Gande et al. (1997) Gande et al. [1999] ). 31 All said, however, as we discussed in the previous section, the size-distribution of business firms imposes a structural constraint. If ζf is small because there are few large firms in the economy, then policy cannot do much against it as long as the economy remains small; then relationships and an investment banking industry will not emerge, and policy can do little about it. Since relationships make a difference in overcoming the problems created by asymmetric information, one should expect less effective and less developed security markets in these countries.
Large firms in a small economy need not be excluded from developed security markets, however. Conditional on being in a security market with an investment banking industry, a firm needs only to satisfy condition (3.3) to establish a relationship. Thus, large firms that are allowed to list in foreign developed markets should be able to realize the benefits of relationships. This suggests that in economies where condition (4.1) is not met because ζf is small there may be a difference between, on the one hand, a liberalization policy that allows foreign capital to enter the domestic security market and, on the other hand, a liberalization policy that allows domestic firms to access foreign capital by listing in foreign security markets. When ζf is small the latter policy is probably much more effective.
Antitrust dilemmas in the investment banking industry
Ever since the Pujo hearings in the early twentieth century the US. investment banking industry has been constantly in the eye of antitrust authorities. 32 Fixed and apparently high fees, and the existence of a few dominant banks whose market shares appear not to have changed much in spite that has been detected in studies of security market development and growth. See Levine and Zervos (1998) . 31 Many authors have pointed out that commercial banks may want to misrepresent the value of the issued securities when proceeds are used to refinance loans (see Saunders [1985] , Walter [1985] , Benston [1990] and Saunders and Walter [1994] ). But, on the other hand, commercial banks have access o proprietary information. See Puri (1999) for a model of this trade off. Ang and Richardson (1994) , Kroszner and Rajan (1994) and Puri (1994) found that securities underwritten by commercial banks before Glass-Steagall had a better default record than securities underwritten by investment banks. Gande et al. (1997) find that yield spreads for lower credit rated issues (Caa-Ba3) are 27 baisis points smaller when the bank holds a significand lending stake, which is evidence against the conflict-of-interest view. 32 See Carosso (1970) for a comprehensive account of the Pujo hearings and the antitrust case against the investment banking industry that began in the late 1940s. of a tenfold growth in market size, concern some observers. Our model suggests, however, that the adequate competition policy in this industry is not straightforward.
Consider first the usual conjecture that soft price competition is an indication of a welfaredecreasing exercise of market power. We have seen that nonexcludability implies that pricing in this industry leads and that investment banks will probably earn excess rents. Moreover, our analysis suggests that banks price strategically and "collude" to maintain fees above average costs.
But, as seen, soft price competition is necessary to support efficient, relationship-based production technologies. And banks must make profits even after covering their sunk costs of relationships, otherwise the price norm will not be self-enforcing. Thus, excess profits by banks are not sufficient evidence of welfare-decreasing anti-competitive behavior.
Next, consider the definition of the relevant investment banking market, which is central in antitrust analysis. A common argument is that the large number of small investment banks in the United States (about 1,100) imposes some competitive discipline on the pricing of large, bulgebracket banks. Our analysis suggests that this view may be wrong. Bulge-bracket banks differ from small ones in that they use a relationship-based technology for doing deals. One consequence is that the size of clients served by each segment will be different. Next, differences in bank profits and fees between the two segments will not be eliminated, even with costless entry and exit. Thus, changes in one segment of the market will have no effect on the nature of competition in the other segment.
The key point is that, from a firm's perspective, relationship and arm's-length technologies are not substitutes at the margin and low volume firms are rationed out of relationships. For this same reason, Herfindahl indices may also be misleading indicators of industry concentration.
Third, note that the investment banking industry is naturally concentrated and condition (4.1) suggests that this should be even more so in economies with few large firms. Nevertheless, for economies with small markets allowing domestic firms to list abroad is an obvious competition policy.
All this is not to suggest that market power by itself is a good thing. As a policy to develop the investment banking industry, it would be clearly wrong to advocate regulations whose main purpose is to restrict competition or facilitate market power exploitation. Nevertheless, our analysis does suggest that antitrust analysis of this industry is not straightforward and that market power is necessary for relationships to exist.
How will the global investment banking industry look like?
Deregulation has allowed many investment banks to set foot in foreign markets, both through acquisitions and foreign subsidiaries. Related, there is considerable uncertainty on the future evolution of the European financial services industry. Will global competition, as some observers predict, lead to a unified global investment banking market with only a few megabanks? 33 Our model suggests that the answer is not straightforward.
Consider, first, changes in regulation that allow or make it easier for foreign investment banks to enter a domestic market. Since "global" banks typically specialize in relationships, the logic of the cooperation condition (3.1) applies. This condition implies that there is room for at most a few investment banks in each relevant market. If entry by some foreign banks is successful, it necessarily implies that some domestic banks must exit; otherwise the incentives to maintain relationships cannot be preserved. Thus, when foreign banks enter into an established domestic market, one should expect changes in the identities of players, but not substantial consolidation.
A second set of regulatory changes affect firms rather than banks. Consider the relaxation of restrictions on foreign listings. This enlarges the relevant market that serves large firms from the national to the international level (e.g. one common European market, or Asian and Latin American firms floating their securities in New York). For investment banks, this increases the size of the market. Recall, however, that industry structure is independent of industry size because both the value of cooperation and of cheating increase with market size. It follows that liberalization of listing requirements should lead to massive consolidation of investment banking at the global level.
A third implication of the model is that neither liberalization of investment bank entry into domestic markets nor of listing requirements for firms in foreign markets should change the dual market structure of investment banking in countries with a consolidated industry. The reason is that fringe banks specialize in serving small firms which generate too little volume to justify establishing relationships and global banks tend to specialize in relationships. Hence, low-volume firms and fringe banks should not be affected much by what happens in the relationship segment, at which most regulatory changes are aimed.
Conclusions
The arguments made in this paper are built on the premise that resources are allocated better in security markets where firm and investment banks establish long-term relationships. This is consistent with the observation that long-term relationships between investment banks and firms are one of the hallmarks of developed security markets. We have shown how the IO of investment banking is determined by the technology of relationships-sunk costs to establish a relationship, loose linkages and non-excludability. If relationship banking and relationships lead to more effective security markets, how can policy foster them?
Our conclusions are somewhat mixed. On the one hand, there may be room in many countries to remove regulations that increase the costs of establishing and keeping relationships. These policies must not be aimed exclusively at industry-level variables like entry costs, but also at local level variables such as the cost of establishing a firm-investment bank relationship. But, on the other hand, we identified a fundamental "endowment" constraint that may constrain the development of an investment banking industry-the size-distribution of business firms. Because relationships with low-volume firms are not worth their cost, there is not much that policy can (or should) do when most firms in a given country are small. In such an economy "finance can't follow industry": our model suggests that a domestic investment banking industry cannot develop as long as firms remain small. If the information that is created in relationships is necessary to achieve better monitoring and screening and to overcome the problems created by asymmetric information, security markets will be less effective in these countries.
Nevertheless, inexistence of a domestic investment banking industry need not prevent domestic firms that are large enough from getting access to security market finance, provided that they are allowed to list abroad. By contrast, a liberalization policy that opens domestic markets to foreign capital and intermediaries is probably far less effective when there are only a few large firms to begin with. The implication is that when (domestic investment banking) finance can't follow industry, then countries should let industry follow (foreign investment banking) finance.
If restrictions to foreign listings are massively lifted, how will a global investment banking market look like? We predict substantial worldwide consolidation. A few megabanks will do a significant fraction of the deals. They will enjoy of some market power and returns above normal, but these are probably necessary for such an industry to exist.
